Jio Smart Monitoring
Transform legacy security to hi-tech cloud-enabled surveillance system

Safeguard your premises and valuable assets to prevent any untoward incidents with state-ofthe-art Jio Smart Monitoring, an intelligent cloud-enabled video surveillance solution that
ensures safety and security by consolidating existing surveillance infrastructure and provides
enhanced real-time monitoring with the option to subscribe to a bouquet of smart analytics.
Jio Smart Monitoring allows you to monitor multiple cameras at single site or at multiple
locations with a seamless user experience, and helps generate valuable insights through
existing surveillance data, thereby brining business and operational efficiency.
A comprehensive and feature-rich solution that is compatible and easy to integrate with
existing surveillance systems and third-party CCTV devices as well as the option of choosing
Jio Cloud Cameras.
Who can benefit?
Jio Smart Monitoring is a reliable solution that caters to all business segments like logistics,
warehousing, manufacturing, healthcare, retail and SMBs, residential societies, individual
homes and more. Jio Things Limited offers a complete solution with end-to-end encryption
and secure India-based cloud data storage.
A perfect blend of cloud and hardware to provide you with a feature-rich solution.
1. Non-restrictive/ Non-Binding Surveillance Platform that is capable to on-board
major OEM brands and models and compatible with both analog and IP Cameras/
DVR/ NVR
2. Scalable and easily deployable - Easy to deploy, integrate and scale systems on the
cloud platform.
3. A comprehensive store – With Jio smart Monitoring get cameras, bridge devices,
cloud hosted portal and mobile app all under a single roof.
4. An exhaustive camera portfolio – Varieties of futuristic cameras to suit all budgets
and field requirements.
5. Smart notifications – Smart notifications to keep you always informed and manage
by exceptions.
6. Advanced Analytics - Supports a bouquet of smart cloud analytics for business
intelligence and critical use cases such as Facial Recognition and Detection,
Employee Time and Attendance, Housekeeping Management, Heat Flow Mapping
and many other advanced analytics
7. Hybrid data storage – Choice of storing video recordings locally as well as on the
cloud.
Why JioThings?
1. Nationwide support - Pan India installation and services support to help with all
queries and issues in real time.
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2. MeitY approved cloud storage- End-to-End encryption and secure India-based
cloud data storage.
3. One-Stop Platform- A single platform to monitor multiple cameras at a single site or
multiple sites
4. Subscription model - Flexibility of “Pay as you grow”, thereby helping save on huge
Capex investment and AMCs in enterprise platform.
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